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Welcome to Ethereum use, simple 
steps to interact with an ERC-721 
token as Security Token  

These pictures will show you how to Use 
Ethereum as a Blockchain Record for some simple 
data store.  The data will be limited however 

using the Complete World Wide Web in 
conjunction with Ethereum blockchain can unlock 
a bigger Potential Use of Security Tokens on 

Ethereum! 

 

Lets Get Started    

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The First thing to get used to Using will be Etherscan.io https://etherscan.io/ 

Then you need MetaMask (this is an extension for your Web Browser) this extension will 

be the interaction between your Wallet and the Ethereum service that will post your 

Transactions on Ethereum BlockChain.  https://metamask.io/ 

Go Now and Download this to your Browser, or you can alternatively Use MyEtherWallet  

https://www.myetherwallet.com/  or any other Wallet interface.  However for the purpose of this 

Instructional Book we will focus on MetaMask and less on MEW.  Please Consider the Safety of your 

Private Keys (like the Keys to your Living Space). 

 

Now some Questions, you may be having; What is Ethereum, 

why do I need MetaMask or a Wallet?  What is a wallet and how is 

BlockChain securing my transactions or informations?  To what end 

or purpose do we overall achieve by use of Ethereum or any other 

Smart Contract Blockchain platform?   

With some Luck you have already an Idea or several ideas why and how to answer these 

questions.  Follow along as I explain with Lots of Pictures the Step by Step in Use of a Security type 

Token based on ERC-721.  The apparent use of Public Blockchains is increasing at an exponential rate 

through our Global Economy and Globally Connected World and Working Spaces. 

 

 

 



 

Here is a Picture of an example wallet, you will have a Public Address that is viewable from 

Etherscan.io or any other type of Ethereum Block explorer. This address will contain all transactions 

related to it, incoming and outgoing transactions.  The outgoing or signature type transactions will 

require the PRIVATE KEY and of course this one is not PRIVATE.  The concept behind this private key 

is that it is complex enough that no possible hack of the randomness is relatively easy to accomplish.  

This however does not Mean that You as the holder of this key are not the only one who has access, / 

unless you are extremely careful during your KEY Generation. (always generate keys from off line 

devices) never allow keys to go online.  Any time that a private key is entered into a space, it must be 

acknowledged that the space now has full access to your key.  For example MetaMask extension on 

your Browser.  In the coming examples we will see how to import a key!  Never Share your Private 

Keys  Unless Intended to. 

Each wallet address will contain our Ethereum (which is used to pay for Gas) and our Tokens of 

various formats ERC-20 (Fungibles) caveat /Kinda), ERC-721 (NFT or Non Fungibles) like Serial 

Numbered items, as well other formats ERC 1400 “Security Token Format”, and new Smart Contract 

Standards are developing almost daily.  That is all the ERC is really a Smart Contract and a World 

Wide adopted format for its standard use and application on the Ethereum Virtual Machine with like 

Contracts.  The Private key is needed to verify the correct owner is allowed to make any transactions 

with this Public address. 

 

 

 

 



 

As seen on Etherscan the Address PUBLIC can View.  We can perhaps see some 

transactions as well.  

 

 

 

The first ERC-20 has been deposited into the address as you can see 1.307 HEX 

tokens are now available (owned) in this address.    



 

Once you have MetaMask, will look like such. 

 

 

This example is showing importing a private key into your 

MetaMask extension. Then that wallet is also now available to use 

with MetaMask.   

 



Next Pictures will be examples of various things within a Wallet or 

Contract Address as well.  Due to the nature of Ethereum Virtual 

Machine each Smart Contract will also have a unique Address.  The 

control function of the Address or Smart Contract is then pre-

Programmed into the Contract “Code”. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

This is the contract Address, it is Similar to our Public Address, 

however it does not have a Private Key that is used to make 

Transactions.  The Smart Contract has all codes programmed into it 

for its entire Life on Ethereum.   

 



 

 

This is how to Interact with the READ function of This Contract. 

 

This particular Token Contract has a getTokenData function.  This 

function is specific to this Smart Contract. 



 

The Data that is Displayed for reference when executing the READ 

function of getTokenData.  As this Smart Contract is able to 

perform.  Not all Smart Contracts are written for the same purposes 

and will have specific functions within each.   

 

WRITE function.  Again each contract on Ethereum are usually 

different from each other Specifically with the WRITE function and 

abilities.  



 

Write functions require GAS or Ethereum in small amounts to pay 

the miners to perform the Write Transactions.  Each Transaction 

that is performed will be stored in Ethereum, either Failed or 

Success.  

 

 

 



 

This is when we confirm the Write Transaction from our Private 

Address to the specified Smart Contract. 

 

 

Or we can cancel before, but never after. 

 



 

 

Completed Write functions will have tx data that is viewable at any 

time after Confirmation on a Block. 

 



 

Some features of the Smart Contract. 

 

 

Various reasons for failed Transactions, GAS was to low, Smart 

Contract rejected,  



 

 

The Smart Contract as well as your Wallet Addresses both record 

failed events.  

 



 

 

 

Smart Contract Source Code 

 

 



 

Interaction with Smart Contract via MEW instead of EtherScan 

 

 

MyEtherWallet is just one more method of Using your Wallet 

 



 

Back to the EtherScan we are viewing some Tokens in the Contract 

Address 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

Token Owners can be found 

 



 

 



 

 

 

If you enjoyed this information please shout out, also if you hated it 

and want your money back  All Critique or Questions also Welcome 

Turbinesurgine@gmail.com 

 



 


